
 

Installing Reality Flight use into FSX via Drag
and Drop.

You can change the TRACK POS value in the.ini file. ( I use a custom made ini file (by
Reality). You can also read the values on the screen. You will see it changes as the GNS530

shows up on the screen. Make sure you read the manual and we will help you. With this setup
you can have the TC at 3,000 . The GNS530 is a better choice for the following reasons: a)

Advanced mode produces more accurate, realistic frames for Flights Software and Company
TAC/controller products. b) Hardware – More accurate GMS, GND and SNMP. c) Realistic
gauges, and, response time. d) You can have the GTD and the GND Both functional on the
screen. e) Realistic display of airspeed and rudder position. f) Realistic display of engine

setting when throttle is in open throttle, various engine range settings. . The old Reality XP
GNS-530 Trainer with its yellow screen will not work with the ReaLity XP Trainer Setup. All
the other gauges in the GNS530 do work. . I have installed the Reality XP trainer on six C-47
V2s. Not one of these C-47s did not run the Reality XP trainer. I now run Reality XP Trainer

in "Trainer-Compatibility Mode" with the GNS530. Note: the Reality XP GNS530 (V2) gauges
will not work on simflyer's GNS530 trainers. Instead, you can purchase the Reality-Xp

GNS530 (V1). November 19, 2010 I have not attempted to use the GNS530W (Version 2) with
FS 2004, either. No indication or hope that it will. I have yet to see an explanation or

implementation. The Reality XP GNS530W Version 2 (GNS-530WV2) can not run in
"Simulator/Simulator" window mode. Reality XP GNS530W Version 2 Pilot's Guide January
30, 2010 Some new info on FPU supports GNS530V2 and Reality XP GNS530 Trainer setup.
Description: The reality xp gns530 is (or was) sold as a trainer. The reality xp gns530 has the

following gauges. 1. Aileron & Elevator (forward & aft). 2. Landing
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FS2004 Garmin 530 V3 Trainer For Reality XP GNS-530 64
Bit

Watch out for the realityXP
GNS 530 Trainer, it differs

greatly from the. Apr 13, 2008
Ive tried installing the Reality
XP trainer (GNS 530WV2) in
FS2004 and it appears that the.

Click Here for RealityXP
Trainer V2 for the Reality XP
GNS 530W V2 GPS Trainer.
Jan 25, 2008 I installed the

reality xp Gns530 and the trainer
is working. Perfect, maybe a

little slow, but all good. Kinda
buggy tho. Jan 24, 2008 Have
you had any problems with the
RealityXP GNS 530V1, or do

you have any recommendations
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for a ? Thanks Tony. Jan 24,
2008 Nice trainer by RealityXP.
Has anybody used them yet? Do
they have the FS2004 Trainer?

Thanks John. Jun 24, 2007 I
really want to go for RealityXP
system. But it really needs some
more work. I wanted to get some

more feedback on RealityXP
before I go ahead and buying it.
What would you guys say? Apart
from RealityXP GNS-530,. For
the time being, we can continue
installing the training software.
Dec 22, 2007 In FS9 32 and 64

bit it works fine. Needed to
change some of the garmin

trainer settings to make it work
with the new release of garmin
trainer. Aug 11, 2006 I have the
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RealityXP GNS-530 WAAS for
my X-Plane 9 FS9. In FS9 32
and 64 bit it works fine. I have
the program on my hard drive.

Oct 11, 2005 The RealityXP 640
is a more ambitious 'next-gen'

simulation technology, built on a
proprietary simulation engine,

that not only simulates'real
world' GPS . Jul 16, 2005 I'm

running a zad1.1 project, I have
a g. 530P and the garmin

trainer's software and it works
fine, you have to convert all the

library to C# though. Jun 27,
2005 Do you think it's ok to just

download RealityXP and not
install the whole FS9 package?
Mon Jun 17, 2005 Reality XP

640 V2 GPS Trainer - Has
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anyone tried this one yet? Nov
07, 2004 RealityXP Garmin 530

Trainer for X-Plane 7
(GNS530). Download RealityXP

trainer for 3da54e8ca3
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